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JACKSONVILLE ZOO’S DIRECTOR OF WILDLIFE 

WELLNESS PUBLISHES “BEYOND ANIMAL WELFARE” 
 

New Publication by Dr. Terry Maple Examines Role of Wellness in Animal Welfare Reform 

 
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (Nov. 25, 2019) — The Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens is pleased to share, 

as one of seven zoos in the United States with a dedicated Animal Wellness Department, 

Professor in Residence and Director of Wildlife Wellness Dr. Terry Maple’s latest publication 

“Beyond Animal Welfare: The Art and Science of Wellness” is currently available as an 

account to the understanding of optimized animal welfare standards in zoos. 

Trends in zoo and aquarium exhibit design and animal care have shifted the past 15 years 

with a focus on wellness as a cornerstone in caring for animals under human care. At the 

forefront of this concept, Dr. Maple has been a pioneer in the zoo community for more than 

40 years. He discovered wellness as he sought to optimize animal welfare standards and 

practices in his duel career as an animal welfare scientist and a CEO for two zoos in Atlanta 

and West Palm Beach, Florida. His research, ideas, and advocacy place an emphasis on the 

importance of animals thriving versus just coping in human care through the art and science 

of wellness. 

“Beyond Animal Welfare” introduces the wellness construct, how Dr. Maple discovered it 

through his own experience, and has now found its value in wildlife management. He reveals 

that wellness also applies to human beings, communities, and ecosystems, and proposes that 

institutions can apply the wellness construct to not just animal care, but all stakeholders to 

achieve the ideal zoo or aquarium. 

“Wellness is a new idea in the zoo profession, but more and more of our best institutions are 

adopting the strategies of reform and revitalization. The animals are the beneficiaries and 

visitors can clearly see and appreciate the difference it makes,” said Dr. Maple. 

Dr. Maple proposes that the key to long-term improvements in living standards is wellness-

inspired design, a process whereby the animal is encouraged to thrive by creative 

enhancements to its physical and social environment. The Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens first 

made strides toward wellness-inspired design in 2015 with the creation the Land of the Tiger 

exhibit and again in 2017 with the re-development of the African Forest. Through building 

choice and opportunities for alternate experiences, the animals have been linked to a higher 

quality of life. 

In an excerpt from “Beyond Animal Welfare” Dr. Maple writes: 



 

There are no limits to what our entrepreneurial, wellness-inspired zoos and aquariums 

will do in the future. It seems clear that by virtue of the depth and breadth of this 

emerging wellness culture, the world we create together will be better and more 

livable for all creatures big and small. 

As the Zoo and Gardens embarks on a new Master Plan in the next 10 years through 

expansions and upgrades to older exhibits, Dr. Maple and the Animal Wellness Department 

will be an integral piece to new developments. Through the gathering and analysis of 

observational and behavioral data, the Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens will push boundaries 

and chart a new Zoo path through improvement, adaptation, and innovation. 

“We are thrilled to have Dr. Maple and his expertise on our team,” said Deputy Director Dan 

Maloney. “This is an exciting time for zoos and aquariums, and Terry’s pioneering thinking on 

wellness puts Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens at the forefront of wellness-inspired habitat 

design. Dr. Maple’s associates and their research are fundamental to our Zoo’s vision of the 

future and we can’t wait to see where they help us provide for the best animal care possible.” 

“Beyond Animal Welfare” by Dr. Maple has been published through Palmetto Publishing 

Group and is now available for purchase on Amazon. Zoo visitors can also purchase the book 

in the zoo’s gift shops.  

 

About Dr. Terry Maple 

After 30 years on the faculty of the Georgia Institute of Technology, Dr. Terry L. Maple retired 

as Elizbeth Smithgall Watts Professor Emeritus in 2008. He is currently Professor in Residence 

and Director of Wildlife Wellness at the Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens. He is affiliated with the 

University of North Florida as Scholar-in-Residence for biology and psychology. Dr. Maple was 

the first recipient of the Lifetime Achievement in Animal Welfare Award presented by the 

Association of Zoos and Aquariums in 2018. In Atlanta for 18 years, he simultaneously served 

as President and CEO of Zoo Atlanta earning accolades for its transformation from an industry 

pariah to one of North America’s premier zoological parks. Professor Maple is the coauthor 

of “Zoo Animal Welfare,” co-editor of “Scientific Foundations of Zoos and Aquariums,” and 

served as the Founding Editor of the scientific journal “Zoo Biology.” 

 

About Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens 
For over 100 years, the Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens has aimed to inspire the discovery and 

appreciation of wildlife through innovative experiences in a caring environment. Starting in 

1914 with an animal collection of one red deer fawn, the Zoo now has more than 2,000 rare 

and exotic animals and 1,000 species of plants, boasting the largest botanical garden in 

Northeast Florida. The Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens is a nonprofit organization and a portion 

of every ticket sold goes to the over 45 conservation initiatives Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens 

supports around the world, and here in NE Florida. JZG is proud to be an accredited member 

of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums. For more information, visit jacksonvillezoo.org. 
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